Help me! I’m
trapped! Where
am I?
M _ _ _ _ t_ _ _

You won’t trap
this one!

12

9

Our next
rat would
certainly
find warmth
living in this
man made of
straw.

13

Wagon Walk

Find our F _ r _ _ _ _ tractor
and look close by to find our
next rat!

Our Country Lives

10

Forces for Change

8

5

2

3

11

6

Find our
f_ _ _
e_ _ _ _ e.
Modern types
of these are
sometimes
damaged by rats
chewing through
their electric
cables.

In the countryside rats
often live in hedges.
The next rat had better
be careful as it is next
to some sharp hedge
trimming blades!

You will find this
rat at our covered
Miller’s Wagon.

14

Ladybird Gallery
The weather
is a little bit
windy for our
final rat! Can
you find it?

Our next rat might find lots of food at
this t _ re _ _ _ _ g m _ _ _ _ _ _ : a
machine which removes the seed
from the grain. Yum yum yum!

This rat is a giant
in this
t__ f_r_

Look in the drawer
to find our next rat
but be careful not to
catch any diseases!

I think the
dogs have
smelled this
rat!

A Year on the Farm

Our next rat has been
peckish! Find the nibbled plant l _ _ _ _

You’ll have to
look high up
above this warm
place to snuggle
and nest.

Making Rural England

7

4

Town and Country

1

Welcome Area

Follow the clues and circle the rat when you have found them. If you can, fill in the
missing words too. Turn over to see a map of the museum.

14 rats are loose in the museum and are hiding! Can you help us find them?

FIND THE RODENTS

9. Ladybird Gallery
(FIRST FLOOR)

